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1 Introduction

This paper discusses speaker individuality in fundamental frequency contours of sentences based

on analysis using the Fujisaki model and psychoacoustic experiments. The stimuli used for the

experiments are synthesized using STRAIGHT [1], whose fundamental frequency contours are

modi�ed by the Fujisaki model. The experiment results indicate that (1) fundamental fre-

quency contours of sentences have much speaker individuality, (2) especially, the base frequency

Fmin and the timing parameters (T0; T1 and T2) in the frequency contour have more speaker

individuality than other parameters and subjects can be divided into two groups, in which fun-

damental frequency height or timing of fundamental frequency dynamics a�ects discrimination,

and (3) speaker individuality can be controlled by manipulating a few parameters including

timing parameters.

2 Fujisaki model

A fundamental frequency contours F0(t) [2] as follows:

lnF0 = lnFmin +

IX
i=1

ApiGpi(t� T0i) +

JX
j=1

AajfGaj(t� T1j)�Gaj(t� T2j)g;

Gpi(t) =

(
�2
i
t exp(��it) (t � 0);

0 (t < 0)
(1)

Gaj(t) =

(
min[1� (1 + �jt) exp(��jt); �j] (t � 0);

0 (t < 0)
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Figure 1: F ratio of each parameter

where Fmin: baseline value of a F0 contour, I: number of phrase commands, J : number of

accent commands,Api: magnitude of the i-th phase command, Aai: amplitude of the j-th phase

command, T0i:instant of occurrence of the ith phrase command, T1j : onset of the j-th accent

command, T2j : end of the j-th accent command, �i: natural angular frequency of the phrase

control mechanism to the i-th phrase command, �j : natural angular frequency of the accent

control mechanism to the j-th accent command, and �j : ceiling level of the accent component

for the j-th accent command.

3 Analysis of di�erence in fundamental frequency contours on

sentence

Speech data for all the experiments are sentences such as \a�oi a�o�i�g�a a�oi y�aneno u�e�n�i�aru"(\� "

means positions of the accent) | uttered by �ve male speakers.

Parameters of the Fujisaki model are estimated by minimizing the mean squared error between

the extracted F0 contour and the modeled F0 contour on a logarithmic scale. The minimization

process utilizes the analysis-by-synthesis method.

To choose some physical characteristics representing speaker individualitiy in the analyzed

parameters, we calculated the F ratio (inter-speaker variation divided by averaged intra-speaker

variation) for each parameter.

Fk =

P
n

i

�
�cik �

1
n

P
n

i
�cik

�2
1
N

P
n

i

P
N

j
(cijk � �cik)2

;

0
@ �cik =

1

N

NX
j

cijk

1
A (2)

where cijk is the j-th observation of the i-th speaker for the parameter k. The larger F ratio

indicates the parameter more signi�cant for speaker classifrcation. Notes that the � of �T0i,

�T1j and �T2j indicate di�erences between the phase command timings and the mora boundary

T00.
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Table 1: Psychoacouustic Experiment

Speaker 5

Subject 5

Headphone SENNHEISER HDA 200

Headphone Amp SANSUI AU�-907MR

Hearing level 約 76 dB (A)

Table 2: t-test of the experiment result(between synthetic speech)

stimuli sample same same speaker di�er speaker

O,ST 1.424 4.079 9.111

O,SF 1.585 3.654 9.199

ST,SF 1.187 0.115 0:265

t0:05 = 1:960; t0:01 = 2:576

4 Perception of speaker individuarity

In order to investigate fundamental frequency contours, modeled by Fujisaki model, psychoa-

coustic experiments used STRAIGHT speech waves with spectral and amplitude exchanged.

The types of the stimuli ars as follows:

1. O:original speech waves

2. ST:synthesized speech by STRAIGHT and TEMPO, whose spectra come from another

speaker speech.

3. SF:synthesized speech by STRAIGHT and Fujisaki model, whose spectra also come from

another speaker speech.

Psychoacoustic experiment was by method of parired comparison of �ve judge scale.

The results of t-test among three stimuli are shown in Table2 and Table3.

The experiment results indicate that (1)fundamental frequency contours of sentences have

speaker individulity, and (2)fundamental frequency contours by the Fujisaki model have speaker

individulity as much as those by TEMPO.

5 Shift of perception by each parameters

The psychoacoustic experiment used ABX method, the stimuli x resynthesized by exchanged a

few parameter, and subjects judged whether the synsthetic speech x was closer to speaker a or

speaker b.

The exchanged parameters are as follow:

1. base Fmin
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Table 3: t-test of the experiment result(between stimuli pair)

stimle same stimuli and di�er speaker some speaker and di�er speaker

ST 41.024 61.221

SF 37.722 57.52

t0:05 = 1:960; t0:01 = 2:576

Table 4: Parameter set

type A B C D E F G H

base a b a a a b b a

phrase a a b a a b a b

accent a a a b a a b b

timing a a a a b a a a

2. phrase Api

3. accent Aaj

4. timing T0i; T1j ; T2j

The exchanged parameters sets are shown in Table4.

The psychoacoustic experiment result is shown in Table5. This result is the average rate of

that subjects judged speaker b.

The experiment results inducate that (1)the shift of perception a�ect di�erence of the pa-

rameters between speakers ,(2)Fmin and the timing paramerters(T0; T1 and T2) in the frequency

contour have more speaker individuality than other parameters ,(3) subjects can be divided into

two groups, in which fundamental frequency height or timing of fundamental frequency dynam-

ics a�ects discrimination ,and (4)speaker individuality can be controlled by manipulating three

parameters including timing parameters.

The results inducate that the timing parameters in the fundamental frequency contours of

sentences have more speaker individuality than words. The experiment result obtain same result

of the report [4], the speaker individuarity a�ect di�erence of acoustic features.

6 Conclusion

In order to investigate speaker individuality in fundamental frequency countours of sentences,

parameter extraction by Fujisaki model, analysis of di�erence, and the psychoacoustic experi-

ments were carried out.

The results indicate that fundamental frequency contours of sentences have speaker individ-

uality, and timing parameter have more speaker individuality than other parameters.
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Table 5: Identi�cation rate of exchanged paramerter set

parameter set A B C D E F G H

subject1 × △ ○ △ ○ ◎ ○ ◎
subject2 × ○ ○ △ ○ ◎ ○ ◎
subject3 × ○ △ △ ◎ ◎ ○ ◎
subject4 △ ○ △ △ ◎ ○ ○ ○
subject5 × △ × △ ◎ △ ○ ○
average × ○ △ △ ◎ ○ ○ ◎

perceptualrate× : 0～5％;△ : 5～20％;○ : 20～40％;◎ : 40～100％
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